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Abstract: Twitter is a radiant platform with a quick and effective technique to
analyze users’ perceptions of activities on social media. Many researchers and
industry experts show their attention to Twitter sentiment analysis to recognize
the stakeholder group. The sentiment analysis needs an advanced level of
approaches including adoption to encompass data sentiment analysis and various
machine learning tools. An assessment of sentiment analysis in multiple fields that
affect their elevations among the people in real-time by using Naive Bayes and
Support Vector Machine (SVM). This paper focused on analysing the distin-
guished sentiment techniques in tweets behaviour datasets for various spheres
such as healthcare, behaviour estimation, etc. In addition, the results in this work
explore and validate the statistical machine learning classifiers that provide the
accuracy percentages attained in terms of positive, negative and neutral tweets.
In this work, we obligated Twitter Application Programming Interface (API)
account and programmed in python for sentiment analysis approach for the com-
putational measure of user’s perceptions that extract a massive number of tweets
and provide market value to the Twitter account proprietor. To distinguish the
results in terms of the performance evaluation, an error analysis investigates the
features of various stakeholders comprising social media analytics researchers,
Natural Language Processing (NLP) developers, engineering managers and
experts involved to have a decision-making approach.
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1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, indicates the utilization of Natural Language
Processing (NLP), text mining and computational linguistics to recognize and evaluate emotional states
[1]. Sentiment analysis is an approach to assess a user in correspondence with a customer support. The
current analytical tools are competent to squeeze with incredible measurements of customer criticism
constantly and accurately. The sentiment analysis efforts to control the temper of a speaker or opponent
might be an assessment of enthusiastic responses. Sentiment mining is a task that analyzes a widespread
number of archives to accumulate the sentiments of remarks postured [2] and integrates various
approaches, including computational and information retrieval [3].

Twitter is a social network where rapid user sentiments have leading social media analytical frequencies.
It generates billions of Application Programming Interface (API) screams where Twitter sentiments have a
massive extent to comprehend user’s perceptions and provide early warnings occurrence [4,5]. Twitter key
sentiment inputs have various sentiment divergence (positive, negative or neutral) that allows users to
communicate with other users and share their ideas, feelings, etc., with steadiness and approaches [6]. A
posted tweet can be visible by default to the users unless they revolute their confidentialities to make it
understandable by the followers on Twitter incline [7]. The eminence of tweet sentiment polarity
classifications has information and emerging analytics applications [8]. In this research work, a novel
approach is proposed to represent expressions in the semantic direction, based on data abstraction, pre-
processing of extracted data and classification on Twitter.

Twitter sentiment analysis tools developed in social media include API-based tools subscription that
comprises feasible stand-alone tools and integrated trained tools [9]. API-based tools can be downloaded
as system applications appropriate to unlabelled forms to evaluate Chatterbox, Sentiment, TextAnalytics,
Anonymous, SentimentAnalyzer, TextProcessing, Machine Learning Analyzer, etc. through API [10].
Sentiment analysis uses an accomplished machine learning classifier created on a vast Twitter corpus of
positive and negative tweets [11], which are based on the presence of emoticons.

Objectives and Motivation

Research is structured speculation of a delinquent to gain a solution to a real problem. In this work, the
objective is vibrant and transitory, providing direction to examine the variables. The research objective of this
work is specified as outlined to achieve the work that includes,

� Study sentiment analysis.

� Analyze the sentiment techniques to understand the user’s behaviour that can decide the mental
situation going on.

� Find the accuracy of the user’s tweets status and measure the perception using python programming.

� Awareness of how to deal with tweet data.

� Develop a computational tool for sentiment analysis.

� Relate the sentiment analysis knowledge with real-time life experience.

� Prospect to study advanced properties that may respond something triumph to do definite fertile to the
researchers.

Nowadays, the furthermost distinguished area among the people is to analyze user’s sentiments can have
conspicuous study to have attracted the future planning and creation of innovative concepts. The political
ideas or campaigns, people’s opinions or perceptions on the social media are the informal approaches to
accessing the sentiments through the tweets, which can have predictions for various events on social media.
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2 Related Work

Yadav et al. [12] presented various techniques to analyze the behaviour of the tweets as positive,
negative or neutral for the evaluation and satisfy the sentiments. Asghar et al. [13] presented a unified
framework for classifying tweets to enhance the performance of Twitter-based sentiment analysis that
classifies precise accuracy. Abbasi et al. [14] proposed using sentiment analysis to classify web
environment opinions in various languages to predict the sentiments. Anber et al. [15] presented
information exploration to analyze different hashtags, Twitter’s network topology and identification of
influence sentiment. Kumar et al. [16] proposed approaches for binding Twitter data to discover solutions
to complicate searches. Da Silva et al. [17] presented the uses of sentiment analysis to search the
products to monitor the public sentiment toward their brands. Devika [18] presented a sentiment analysis
tool to extract the information to competence the collective sentiments of the reviews. Chenaghlu et al.
[19] presented information epoch consequences of data in various forms and modalities to discover
instructive information. Ho et al. [20] proposed a data analytic approach consisting of machine learning
algorithms and combinatorial fusion. Tan et al. [21] observed the emergent issues within the sentiment
variation related to the causes behind the deviations. Dubey et al. [22] presented text mining-based tweets
generated for various personalities on different opinions and issues. Fu et al. [23] proposed a novel
crawler that incorporates sentiment information to enhance the collection of rich web content for a
particular issue. Marcel et al. [24] presented the performance of a social network that allows users to
distribute real-time hypermedia and data to localize prospective attention. Mostafa et al. [25] presented
machine learning classifier algorithms are applied on crawled Twitter data to encode techniques to
accomplish the accuracy. Hassan et al. [26] proposed a sentiment to elaborate bootstrapping ensemble and
depictive abundance issues. Bermingham et al. [27] proposed classifying the sentiment in microblogs as
more relaxed than in blogs and relating to supervised learning research. Goodchild et al. [28] presented
that data quality generates trusted data.

3 Proposed System

In this study, the Twitter dataset collected tweets to anticipate the valuation to find the characteristics of
tweets. The tweet collection phase as an input dataset uses the beginning of tweets that have to pre-process to
extract the phases to receive estimation and analysis of the data classification. The framework of the tweet
data analysis is shown in Fig. 1 represents the process from data collection to evaluate the results.

Tweets through web-based networking are imperative opinion can break down individuals’ sensitivity
and sentiments by such type of social media. In this work, tweet datasets can compose the data and be
detached into the testing and training to the datasets that measure the performance calculation of
the developed model. This model can categorize newly generated tweets that can be elevated from the
Twitter API development account into the tweets to categorize the modules [18], as shown in the
proposed flowchart in Fig. 2.

Data 
Collection 

Preprocessing 
Phase of Data 

Feature 
Extraction 

Classification Result 
Evaluation 

Figure 1: Framework of Tweet analysis mechanism
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4 Methodology

The tweet preprocessing filters the dataset and reduces the clatter from it. The vital data processing
algorithm of verbal uses NLP that includes;

(i) Assigned sentiment variance to the tweets [19] with a lexicon-based approach [20,21] and
(ii) The dataset is trained such as Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machine (SVM) to measure the
accuracy [22].

The subsequent collectives are having lexicon for sentiment analysis to represent a framework that
explains the procedure from the level of raw data which is capable to analyze the tweets at various levels
and apply a machine learning approach to provide appropriate results at the end as shown in Fig. 3.

5 Sentiment Analysis on Twitter

This study analyses users’ estimation, sentiment, assessment, impudence, and emotions from transcribed
language [23] with the help of NLP and artificial intelligence analysis, categorized as positive, negative,
expectation, anxiety, happiness, and wonder, as shown in Fig. 4.

TWEETS (Informative Dataset) 

Word 
Features 

Features 
Extractor 

Features 
Extractor 

Classification Procedure  

Training Dataset 

pos_tweets    neg_tweets 

Figure 2: Proposed flowchart based on a generated tweets dataset

Raw 
Data Tweet dataset 

Data 
preprocessing 

Verbal data processing 
using NLP

Apply  
ML approach 

Result and 
analysis 

End 
Task 

Noise 
filter 
data 

Sentiment 
divergence 

Lexicon-
based 

approach 

Machine learning 
approach 

Figure 3: Framework of sentiment analysis using various approaches
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Here, the proposed text dataset notch for positive tweets are reasonably developed other sentiments
whereas anticipated as negative and cannot be categorized known as neutral tweets. People’s views on the
level of arrangement on a particular topic, product, service or even political elections are imminent under
sentiment analysis [23]. The increasing distinctiveness of social media has become informal and more
accessible to crawl the user’s feedback [24,25] and analyze their sentiments as positive, negative or
neutral [26–28] tweet approaches. There are two specific approaches are employed to acquire the
sentiment analysis comprises,

(i) NLP Approach: This approach is the interface between computers and human languages to assess
users’ sentiment. In this work, various features are used effectively to interpret the sentiments of
users where a sentence has two different meanings in which one entity is interpreted with positive
and another entity is interpreted with a negative sentiment tag showing a tweet has a varied sentiment.

(ii) Machine Learning Approach: Machine learning regulates the formation of the sentiment concept to
study algorithms [29,30] and learn from various datasets to analyze [31] the sentiment of Twitter
users [32].

5.1 Semantic Features for Sentiment Analysis

The semantic feures integrate into the sentiment analysis method that extracts from tweets to measure the
overall correlation of entities along with sentiment polarity [33,34]. It helps to recognize tweet sentiment
containing any of the entities which are incapable of looking in the training dataset and composed with
their possibilities in positive and negative tweets [35]. Various methods are possible with sentiment
analysis to Naive Bayes probabilistic classifier [36,37] where a scheme of a sentiment class c can be
classified with a specified tweet tw which is calculated and given as,

Ĉ ¼ argmax
c2C

P cjtwð Þ ¼ argmax
c2C

P cð Þ
Y

1�i�Ntw
P twijcð Þ (1)

where,

Ntw signifies number of tweet words,

P cð Þ denotes a tweet presence in class c,

Pðtwijc) is the preventive prospect of the tweet word twi (tweet class as c).

In polynomial Naive Bayes, P cð Þ estimated by,

P cð Þ ¼ Nc ¼ N

Figure 4: Various emocation using Twitter sentiment analysis
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where,

Nc represents the number of tweets and

N denotes a comprehensive number of tweets.

Pðtwijc) is appraised with Laplace flattening which is given as,

P twjcð Þ ¼ N tw; cð Þ þ 1P
tw0 2L N twijcð Þ þ Lj j (2)

where, N tw; cð Þ denotes the frequency of tweet word twwith dataset training and |L| represents the number of
word counting in the lexis.

5.2 Tweet Classification Framework

Twitter sentiments framework that process with contemplates tweet collection and tweet analysis that is
forwarded by users (as hashtag) to swift their sentiments [38] and accumulates the retrieved tweets to pre-
process the dataset. To understand the sentiments of the tweets at an optimum level, need to find the
maximum accuracy for polarity and bias calculator to use sentiment analyzers that include,

(i) Textblob: The essential features of NLP are used to analyze the polarity and bias calculation of
tweets [39].

(ii) SentiWordNet: Accessible analyzer that is extracted from a wordnet database of the English
language that comprehends the sentiments.

(iii) Word Sense Disambiguation: Able to find the accurate word sense within a definite framework for
vibrant senates for the polarity calculation. It is effective other than NLP framework recognition
functions due to a problem identification discrepancy.

Each classifier is enabled to obtain the training dataset which is tested on a classification model using
Naive Bayes and SVM classifier [40] to provide an optimal accuracy [41]. The apparatuses and
procedures maintained in sentiment analysis are represented as a framework shown in Figs. 5a and 5b.
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Figure 5: (Continued)
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5.3 Polarity Calculation and Sentiment Analysis

In social media platforms, the sentiment analysis has precious sensitivities with a level of the dataset that
characterizes in unstructured performance of sense with sentiments. Though using polarity, each tweet
allocates a notch (−1 to 1) with words in sentences representing a positive sentiment while the ‘0’ value
is measured as a neutral sentiment. While adding the Hindi tweets converts into English accomplishes
additional tasks for pre-processing as flowchart is shown in Fig. 6.

Each sentiment analyzer uses bias and polarity of processed tweets (sentiment of polarity such as Sp)
with the Python code to determine the sentiment as given in Tab. 1.

where,

PT: Pre-processed tweets from the database.

B: Biased control of the statements.

P1 and S1: Sp computed by TextBlob.

Reviews of Tweet Dataset

Positive        Negative        Neutral 

Reviews of Tweet Dataset

Positive        Negative        Neutral 

Classification 
Model  

T 
E 
S 
T 

D
A 
T 
A 
S 
E 
T

Positive
(%) 

Positive
(%) 

Figure 5: (a) Twitter API classification using data classifier with sentiment analysis (b) Framework of tweet
classification and sentiment analysis
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Figure 6: Tweet conversion and tasks for pre-processing approach
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P2 and S2: Sp computed by SentiWordNet.

P3 and S3: Sp computed by WSD reference library.

6 Various Approached Used in Sentiment Analysis

This work regulates the solution of tweet segmentation in positive or negative classification which is
essential to applying a lexicon-based approach along with machine learning for sentiment analysis on
Twitter.

6.1 Lexicon-Based Approach

This approach is the sentiment of a text which is resolute by its leading sentiment words that contain
phrases in a verbal situation which has different approaches includes;

(i) Simple Word Count (SWC): A sentiment lexicon l, a document d ¼ w1; w2; . . . wn

� �
where

wi 1 � i � nð Þ represents the ith word in the document has the existence of positive words in d
and negative (l, d) represent the existence of words in d that is calculated as,

sum l; dð Þ ¼ pos l; dð Þ � neg l; dð Þ (3)

The sentiment alignment of d (where, 1 denotes → “positive” and −1 denotes → “negative”) can be
defined as,

sSWC l; dð Þ ¼
1; sum l; dð Þ > 0
�1; sum l; dð Þ < 0
RC dð Þ; otherwise

8<
: (4)

To find appropriate the problem, necessary to allocate an arbitrary label to d when the sentiment word
sum is ‘0’.

(ii) Feature Counting (FC): A sentiment lexicon l having enumeration function of a feature f plots a
feature to a real-valued number that is described as,

score l; fð Þ ¼
> 0; if positive;
¼ 0; if neutral;
<; if negative

8<
: (5)

The enumeration function not only outlines the polarity of the sentiment features, but also has a degree
of freedom. The data with d ¼ f1; f2; . . . ; fnf g where, f1 ¼ 1 � i � nð Þf g represents the ith feature in d
and comprehensive sentiment sum of d can be calculated as given in equation as,

Table 1: Sentiment analysis using bias and polarity with various attributes

Input attributes Output attributes

B (SO >= 0.5 && (Positive: P1 > 0, Neutral: P1 = 0, Negative: P1 < 0)

P1 (SO >= 0.5 && (Positive: P2 > 0, Neutral: P2 = 0, Negative: P2 < 0)

P2 (SO >= 0.5 && (Positive: P3 > 0, Neutral: P3 = 0, Negative: P3 < 0)

P3

1120 CSSE, 2023, vol.45, no.2



sum l; dð Þ
Xn
i¼1

score l; fið Þ (6)

By choosing an edge d � 0; the sentiment positioning of d can be defined as,

sfc dð Þ ¼
1; sum l; dð Þ > d;

RC dð Þ;� dj j � sum l; dð Þ � dj j;
�1; sum l; dð Þ < d

8<
: (7)

To apt the problem, d is the sum value between threshold intervals where the enumeration process
extracts the features to describe an effective enumeration function and find a precise edge of accuracy.

6.2 Twitter Sentiment Analysis Using Supervised Approaches

In this approach, the labeled datasets are dependent and use the machine learning process during the
training to train the models and achieved considerable results. Twitter sentiment analyzes the performance
to classify [42] and train data to extract the feature sets [43]. The supervised machine learning approach
for Twitter sentiment analysis is shown in Fig. 7 stipulates the data training and data testing procedure
along with labels as classifiers.

Tweet data uses prediction algorithms (such as SVM and Bayesian classifier) to resolve the sentiment
polarity of tweets’ performance. Binary classification of the dataset is having sentiment analysis problem
to organize the dataset into positive and negative tweets based on the regulation approach with emoticons
which is applied in Twitter API to have tweet citations.

Data Training Data Testing

Tweets Info.

Feature 
Extraction

Features Dataset

SVM Algorithm

C 
L 
A 
S 
S 
I 
F 
I 
E 
R 
S

Tweets Info.

Feature 
Extraction

Features Dataset

Labels 

Figure 7: Supervised machine learning algorithms with tweet sentiment analysis
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7 Results and Discussion

7.1 Polarity Class

Polarity state defines the positivity or negativity of text is focused on emotions expressed in the
statement. It depends on the assessment which can be easily counted and applied Naive Bayes algorithm
with the positive and negative words. A sentiment analysis task depends on the words and divides the
text into a single word so that evaluation or the computation makes informal then only, Naive Bayes
algorithm search for words that can express sentiment in a tweet. The Naive Bayes algorithm works with
a bag of words and prerequisite to find out all the positive or negative words which are illustrated and
listed below,

Positive
words

Prosper, flourishes, applause, praise, cooperative, accommodating, accomplished, truthful,
precisely, accurately, reachable, attainment, accomplishment, successes, possible

Negative
words

anomalous, eradicate, offensive, atrociously, abhor, outrage, abort, abandon, scrape, harsh,
unexpected, brusquely, nonattendance, absconder, irrational, mishandling

Those bags of words are used to find out the text, whether the tweet is positive or negative, each tweet
will get 1 indentation that is,

Tweet data indentation = tweets positive – tweets negative

For e.g., a tweet “here is a pretty good climate.”

For this we achieve an indentation: positive tweets = pretty (1) + good (1) = 2;

Negative tweets = 0

So, the tweet indentation for this tweet is;

Tweet data indentation = 2 − 0 = 2

All tweets having positive and negative indentation that contains tweet value ‘0’ includes under a neutral
tweet. The positive and negative words analyze the difference and get tweet scores to create a histogram plot
of various tweets. Now, to track the polarity class database, a polarity class bar diagram is shown in Fig. 8 to
analyze the sentiment of tweets.

7.2 Influences of Tweet Data in Unambiguous Mode

7.2.1 Tweet Performance on Real-Time Dataset
In this research work, this execution contributes to representing an authenticate performance of the

targeted Twitter account where the primary task provides authentication by the Twitter API account after

Figure 8: Polarity class bar diagram for tweet sentiment analysis
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receiving a confirmation mail from Twitter. The positive and negative tweets (in %) are shown recent few
tweets (data taken while running the python code and auto-generated output used recent last
50000 tweets). To generate tweet percentage, need to use various keys which are auto-generated by the
API developer account and used in python code. The generated output is shown as,

While using Twitter graphical view is required to have authentication as shown below;

1. import tweepy

2. consumer_key = 'EoJKizEYz8aud3TGIhKvjP4jG'

3. consumer_secret = 'JcxWYvqdFx199UwPvSZM18Ru2tHQmKqcCsGPzN5TTApXVXOo3g'

4. access_token = '2701416409-U8I93Za4BubFSFnJ7mGJlJmKM9Q9PgNzJFwjVIB'

5. access_secret = 'FiOOSKJr6py6jZ21WlUFERc0HZrwzAAXNPF13wIXRRjl0'

6. auth = tweepy.OAuthHandler(consumer_key, consumer_secret)

7. auth.set_access_token(access_token, access_secret)

8. our_api = tweepy.API(auth)

9. print('Authenticated',our_api)

Authenticated <tweepy.api.API object at 0x00000191A05FFD00>

natgeo_tweets [0]

(‘@dadanhrn not until @CraigWeekend says so’, 59, 1269)

CSSE, 2023, vol.45, no.2 1123



It is to be informed that the above complete output is taken, just for a demonstration purpose in this
research work that delivers the strength of work.

7.2.2 Positive and Negative Influences of Tweet Data
The influence of tweet data is presented as a positive and negative response that determine the status of

tweets in the bar chart method and acquires more accuracy to comprehend the prediction of the intellectual
position of the users as given in Tab. 2.

The result shows the performance status of the initiated Twitter account that demonstrates the positive
and negative status of tweets on their account as shown in Fig. 9.

7.3 Analysis of Resolute Accuracy with Polarity Calculation

In this section, the detailed experiment is conducted with sentiment assignment to justify the results that
determine the accuracy which is evaluated from various sentiment analyzers. The sentiment analyzers have
various distinctions for comparison of their accuracies. Tab. 3 represents tweets evaluation to transmit the
data with a similar type of sentiments with the total number of tweets such as 2076, as experimented below,

The tweet data is gathered from users’ accounts only where preprocessing with 7650 tweets among the
various sentiment analyzers and compared with various tweet rates which have been found the TextBlob had
the uppermost positive tweets rate 4283 (in number), SentiWordNet produced 3650 the maximum negative
sentiment tweet rate are given in Tab. 4 and represented in Fig. 10 respectively.

Table 2: Apprehend the real-time status of tweet data code design

1 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

2 home_cursor = tweepy.Cursor(our_api.home_timeline)

3 tweets = [i.author.screen_name for i in home_cursor.items(200)]

4 unq = set(tweets)

5 freq = {uname: tweets.count(uname) for uname in unq}

6 plt.bar(range(len(unq)), freq.values())

7 plt.show()

Figure 9: Performance status of tweets in Twitter account
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The validation of tweet data is extracted from various sentiment analyzers are used Naive Bayes
classifier on a 2560 training set of 1280 positive and 1280 negative tweets analyzed by respective
sentiment analyzers as given in Tab. 5.

Table 3: Individual number of tweets to analyze sentiment data

Sentiment Number of Tweets

Positive 1256

Neutral 37

Negative 783

Table 4: Polarity calculation using various sentiment analyzers (accuracy in numbers)

Sentiment analyzer Positive Neutral Negative

TextBlob 4283 774 2593

SentiWordNet 3287 713 3650

WSD 4089 1267 2294

Figure 10: Sentiment analysis of tweet data using polarity computation

Table 5: Tweet validation report using sentiment analyzer with Naive Bayes classifier

Sentiment analyzer Naive Bayes classifier

TextBlob SentiWordNet WSD

2560 937 (36.60%) 567 (22.14%) 1056 (41.25%)

CSSE, 2023, vol.45, no.2 1125



As a result, Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) had the highest accuracy rate are found to have a
predicted determination sentiment analysis using the Naive Bayes classifier to provide accurate instances
which are shown in Fig. 11.

8 Conclusion

In this research work, we investigate the sentiment analysis that occurs while communicating with tweet
data that represent the happening moment around the world. Also, this work analyzed to predict sentiment in
Twitter that contributes outperform features and kernel models to accomplish the sentiments using machine
learning algorithms. This research is focused on the various sentiment analyzers with the utmost accuracy
rate for learning about tweet sentiments on social media. The results are examined using the polarity
method which is calculated based on the semantic score of a certain word using a lexicon-based
approach. Though, the approach of machine learning is essentially intended to categorize the text by
using Naive Bayes and SVM algorithms that provided evaluation between sentiment lexicons to adopt
sentiment analysis. A hybrid approach for sentiment analysis has learned to use word sense which can
accumulate tweet data that afford statistical sentimental structure of the search keyword and obtain high-
efficiency results on social media. The expected consequences of this research are,

(i) Search tweets using keywords of a particular account or random statistics,
(ii) Users can perceive trending sizzling issues,
(iii) Enable to analyze data themselves from twitter and
(iv) Outputs are possibly be observed as histogram plots or bar diagrams or chart basis.

In the future scope, need to compare Twitter analysis with other spheres that prerequisite further research
to know how to apply and solve the real-time problems of the society in terms of elections, product reputation
evaluation, etc. would dive into the Twitter sentiment analysis aspects in near future. In sentiment analysis,
researchers are working on the accuracy of the algorithm and used in commercial aspects or to do further
research to find out more customer satisfaction based on tweets.
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